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Believe the best and the best will come out believing in you,
Hold onto the truth and trust that it will all work out and come true;
Believe the best in yourself and believe the best in others too,
Love what is right and delight in what happens and comes true for you.

  

Think that you can do it and believe the best in all that you do,
Remember what is right and write what is true always to you;
Work for the things that are true and believe the best in people,
Look to God in heaven for what is best for you to always believe.

  

Believe the best and trust in what is right that the truth remains true,
Hope above all else that the worst is gone and passed and all is well;
Look to the future beyond the clouds and believe the best will come,
Stop trying to be different and your same self won't be so dumb.

  

Believe the best is yet to come and your problems are all in the past,
Give life your best shot, believing that if you try, you won't come last,
See where you have been and look to God as to where things will go,
Remember the past of life and all the beauty of the knowledge you know.

  

Believe the best is a land of ages in the distance coming back to you,
That all you ever could and ever would believe in is returning true,
Love what God has done and said and forgive your friends sins,
That the best that could ever happen to you is putting the worst in the bins.

  

Believe in a God of creation that builds the hope and trust of others
And strive not to forget the good that happens with amen's,
Then see with all your heart and try to look and be unto the stars
That when you believe the best in yourself God and others are your friends.

  

Signed,
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I Myself Might
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